Strategic
Direction
2022+

Mission

programme portfolio
Deepening awareness
amongst members of each
other’s advocacy initiatives;
connecting members working
on similar issues and linking
members with advocacy
opportunities at the EU level.

Bringing members together
around funding themes
that can raise their profile
as actors, increase
awareness of one another’s
work and inform members
of new sources of funding.

Building relationships
at the senior level to
foster strategic
partnerships.

Advocacy
Hub

Funding &
Partnerships

CEO & Senior
Leaders

Christian
organisations
collaborating
for a transformed,
just, and equal
world.

Implementing an agile
advocacy approach that
will extend members’
advocacy reach, joint
approaches and impact
the policy and practice
of the European Union.
Renewing our focus
on funding
opportunities and
donor trends to help
members navigate
the EU institutional
funding landscape.
Enhancing collaboration
at the senior level with our
CEO’s & Senior leaders
better connected for
encouragement,
leadership insights, and
issues impacting the
sector.

Supporting
member-led
advocacy
initiatives

Communicating
the added value
of faith-based
actors

Goals
Supporting
partnerships
and funding

Developing
knowledge
and capacity
building

Exploring how Christian
identity is reflected in
members programming
and how the added
value of this can be
communicated to
donors and other
stakeholders.

Further developing an
online approach to
mutual learning with a
wider range of topics and
with more opportunity
for contribution from
members and their
national civil society
counterparts.

Faith in
Action

Learning
Space

A platform to explore
how Christian identity is
reflected in members’
programming and how
the added value of this
can be communicated
to donors and other
stakeholders.

Knowledge sharing
and capacity
building that also
connects members
working on similar
issues.

cross-cutting themes
Impact of the
climate crisis
Communicating the
impact that the
climate crisis is having
on the communities
where we work.

Find out more by visiting the
website:

https://eu-cord.org
Link with our programme groups by
scanning this code.

Disability
inclusion
Advocating for the
EU to uphold its
commitments under
the UN CRPD and
SDGS - leave no one
behind.

Re-framing
partnerships
Re-frame our
understanding and
approach to work
more inclusively with
local actors, including
faith actors, disabledpeoples organisations,
and other
representative groups

Role of faith
actors
Communicate the role and
contribution of faithbased
organisations and the need
to engage with
communities from a faith
perspective towards the
European Institutions and
other civil society actors.

